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The Role of Automated Guided Transit Systems in Urban Transportation
Abstract
New transportation systems have always attracted attention of both transportation experts and general public:
the first railway in England, first automobile and streetcar in Germany, first airplane in the United States - all of
these inventions attracted excitement, curiosity, enthusiasm - and skepticism.
With time, many inventions fulfilled or exceeded expectations: they have been developed into major
transportation systems which influence our lives and shape our cities. However, an even greater number of
inventions never developed into viable systems; incorrectly conceived, they never matured into operating
systems.
For the last 20-30 years there have been many inventions of automated transit systems. They attracted
attention by their new vehicle and guideway designs, operating concepts, and new image. Among the
numerous inventions there were many promising concepts, as well as misguided proposals.
Parallel with these developments, understanding of urban transportation and analytical methodology for its
evaluation have advanced greatly. A particularly important development has been system approach to urban
transportation which allows evaluation of entire systems, including · all their physical and operational
components, rather than only mechanics and body of vehicles. This theory now allows us to evaluate different
systems and define their optimal role in urban transportation.
The main subject of this presentation is Automated Guided Transit; let us first define this mode of urban
transportation.
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-1. Innovations in Urban Transportation
New transportation systems have always attracted attention of 
both transportation experts and general public: the first railway 
in England, first automobile and streetcar in Germany, first 
airplane in the United States - all of these inventions attracted 
excitement, curiosity, enthusiasm - and skepticism. 
With time, many inventions fulfilled or exceeded expectations: 
they have been developed into major transportation systems which 
influence our lives and shape our cities. However, an even greater 
number of inventions never developed into viable systems; 
incorrectly conceived, they never matured into operating systems. 
For the last 20-30 years there have been many inventions of 
automated transit systems. They attracted attention by their new 
vehicle and guideway designs, operating concepts, and new image. 
Among the numerous inventions there were many promising concepts, 
as well as misguided proposals. 
Parallel with these developments, understanding of urban 
transportation and analytical methodology for its evaluation have 
advanced greatly. A particularly important development has been 
system approach to urban transportation which allows evaluation of 
entire systems, including · all their physical and operational 
components, rather than only mechanics and body of vehicles. This 
theory now allows us to evaluate different systems and define their 
optimal role in urban transportation. 
The main subject of this presentation is Automated Guided 
Transit; let us first define this mode of urban transportation. 
Automated Guided Transit (AGT) encompasses transit systems 
operating on exclusive guideways without drivers. There are a 
great number of these systems, sometimes also designated as "People 
Movers", "Automated People Movers (APM)", "Cabintaxi", "Downtown 
people Movers (DPM)" and others. To evaluate these systems and 
define their role in cities, it is necessary to make a brief review 
of all urban transportation modes. 
2. The Family of Urban Transportation Modes
In a small town, ideal mode of transport for most trips is a 
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